
Job ID:    302DJ 

Job Title:    Quality Engineer 

Degree Requirements:   Bachelor’s degree or equivalent experience with education 

Years of Experience:   3 to 5 years 

Type of Position:   Direct Hire 

Location:    Outside Metro Atlanta 

Travel Required:   Minimal 

 

 

An established metro Atlanta firm is actively searching for an experienced Quality Engineer.  

The Quality Engineer will provide support for documentation of quality, inspection, production 

and improving processes on rubber products. 

 

 

Essential Duties: 
* In charge of assigned group of customers and satisfying their needs / questions / problems in 

relation to quality 

* Will be required to manage price adjustments to products, all quality issues, and evaluate 

quality issues related to new work 

* Continuous update, monitor, and records company needs as related to quality assurance of end 

products 

* Will employ FMEA, PPAP, APQP, and RMA protocols 

* Will train employees in quality procedures 

* Take a leading role in providing solutions for manufacturing problems 

* Will qualify products and validating of processes 

* Ensure procedure manuals are accurate and complete and meet company policies 

* Take a leading role to streamline process and increase quality throughput 

* Assist QA Manager in implementing and sustaining ISO 9001, ISO 14001 and TS 16949 

standards 

* Perform in-house audits / reviews and compile results for reporting to management 

* Employ Six Sigma protocols 

 

 

MUST HAVE REQUIREMENTS for this position are: 

* Bachelor’s Degree in an appropriate field ( i.e. Industrial Engineering, Mechanical 

Engineering, Quality ) or equivalent combination of education and experience 

* 3-5 Years minimum experience 

* Must be flexible in handling multiple tasks and setting appropriate priorities 

* Must have excellent organizational, analytical, and communication skills with ability to 

mediate between diverse personnel in order to gain consensus on projects. 

* Certified Mechanical Inspector / Certified Quality Engineer or Six Sigma Greenbelt / ISO 

14001 is a plus 

* Good command of the English language is necessary 

* Good computer skills in MS Office, Statistical software ( Minitab, Design Ease, DOE etc. ) is a 

plus 

Must have good mathematical skills 



Must be able to work in and office and manufacturing floor environments 

 

 

PLUSSES in this position are: 

Good computer skills in MS Office, Statistical software ( Minitab, Design Ease, DOE etc. ) 

Certified Mechanical Inspector / Certified Quality Engineer or Greenbelt / ISO 14001 

Automotive experience 

 

 

If you meet these requirements and wish to be considered for this position, send your résumé to 

us in a Word document at Resumes AT PinnaclePlacementGroup.com mentioning the Job ID 

and the Job Title in the subject line of your email. 

 

In your email or cover letter, please provide us a short narrative detailing your experience 

and expertise as it applies to this position.  Also, please provide us with your MINIMUM 

salary requirements. 
 

KEY WORDS: 
QA Engineer, Greenbelt, ISO 14001,Minitab, Design Ease, Certified Quality Engineer, Certified 

Mechanical Inspector, manufacturing inspector, Industrial Engineering, Mechanical Engineering, 

FMEA, PPAP, APQP, RMA, ISO 9001, ISO 14001, TS 16949 
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